The problem of simultaneous trajectography of several dynamical objects is formulated as an optimization problem. The available observations consist in a series of photographs showing undiscriminated objects. The goal is to find the object initial states so that the resulting trajectories match as well as possible the set of observations. An assignment problem is solved at each observation date by the Hungarian method, yielding a deviation cost between the simulated trajectories and the measurements. A fitness function summing the deviation costs is minimized by a particle swarm algorithm. The method is illustrated on a space orbitography application.
Introduction
Trajectography of dynamical objects is a common task in various scientific and engineering disciplines. The goal is to find initial conditions and model parameters so that the resulting simulated trajectory match a set of measurements. The estimated model can then be used for predictions and tracking purposes. References [1, 2] provide a comprehensive presentation of standard methods like filtering (for real-time applications) and smoothing (for a-posteriori analysis). Orbitography applications are detailed in [3] . These methods based on a differential correction process are strongly dependent on the measurement quality. Data pre-processing is necessary in order to get a reliable trajectory assessment. An additional issue occurs when several undiscriminated objects appear on the observations. This paper deals with such multiple trajectography problems.
Problem description
A system of several independent objects is considered. Each object moves according to its own deterministic dynamical law, starting from an unknown initial state. An observation device takes photographs of the system at discrete dates. Each photograph exhibits a different number of objects and these objects are not discriminated (i.e. one does not know where each object appears on a given photograph). The trajectography goal is to reconstitute the greatest number of object trajectories from the series of photographs.
When a single object is observed, the trajectography aims at finding the trajectory parameters matching the measurements. For multiple objects, the available measurements cannot be associated a priori to the objects. An embedded assignment problem must be addressed at each observation date.
The trajectography task (find the trajectory parameters) is complicated by an identification task (assign the measurements to the objects). Another possible working hypothesis would be to reconstitute four object trajectories, assuming that one object is missing on the photo 1 and two objects are missing on the photo 4.
The hypothesis could lead to the solution depicted on Figure 3 . This solution identifies four objects matching the observations.
Figure 3: Solution assuming four objects
The solution assuming four objects makes the best possible use of the available observations, but such a solution may be difficult to achieve and less reliable for noisy observations. The conservative solution assuming only two objects is less sensitive to the observation defects. In this paper, the conservative approach is chosen based on the following working hypothesis.
Working hypothesis
The number of objects to identify is at most equal to the lowest number of objects observed per photograph.
This approach will yield a first trajectography result. The remaining observations may then be processed through a second trajectography run after discarding the observations selected by the first run. This iterative process proves more reliable than directly trying to identify as many objects as possible in one single shot.
The problem is mathematically formulated in §2. An algorithmic solution method is proposed in §3
and an application case is presented in §4. 
Problem Formulation
This section presents the mathematical formulation of the multiple trajectography problem (MTP).
The number of objects to identify is denoted n. Each object is represented by its state vector x of dimension n x . The evolution of the object number i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is defined by the initial value problem
Each object evolves according to its own deterministic dynamics defined by the function f i . The initial date t 0 is fixed prior to the first observation date. The initial states (x i0 ) 1≤i≤n are the problem unknowns.
They are gathered in the vector X 0 of dimension n x ×n .
( )
For a single object whose state vector is x at the date t, the observation device yields a measurement vector y of dimension n y .
This equation assumes a perfect observation system. In a real application the measurement accuracy is limited. The uncertainties on the measurement vector y are introduced below.
A series of M observations is available at successive dates t 1 , …, t M . Observing the object number i at the date t j would yield an expected measurement (also called "pseudo-measurement") ( )
The set of the pseudo-measurements associated to the n objects at the date t j is gathered in the matrix
At the date t j the observation device takes a photograph, consisting in a set of simultaneous measurements made on the dynamical system. Every measurement of the photograph corresponds to an object.
In an ideal case, the number of measurements would be exactly n, and furthermore each object would be unambiguously identified. The trajectography could then be done independently for each object using its associated measurements.
In a real case, the number of measurements at the date t j is m j . This number m j may change from one date to another. According to the working hypothesis stated in the introduction, the number n of targeted objects has been set to n = min(m j ) 1≤j≤M . This number m j is therefore either equal to or greater than the number n of targeted objects. The objects are not discriminated so that the measurements cannot be directly assigned to the targeted objects.
The m j measurements available at the date t j are denoted (z kj ) 1≤k≤mj , where z kj is a vector of dimension n y . They are gathered in the matrix Z j of dimension n y ×m j .
The trajectography goal is to find the initial conditions X 0 and the resulting trajectories that match "as well as possible" the available measurements Z 1 , … , Z M . The approach proposed in this paper consists in formulating an optimization problem with a "fitness function" defined as follows.
For given initial conditions X 0 the object trajectories are computed by integration of the dynamics equation Eq. (1). The set of pseudo-measurements Y j is then generated at each observation date t j using Eq. (4) and it must be compared to the set of available measurements Z j .
Each measurement is a vector of dimension n y . A norm denoted ‖.‖ j is defined on the measurement space at the date t j by
where u k is the k th component of the measurement vector u σ kj is the measurement uncertainty on the component u k at the date t j
This norm takes into account the accuracy of the measurement device depending on the date.
The cost c kij of assigning at the date t j the measurement z kj to the object number i is then assessed as j ij kj kij y z c − = (8) A cost matrix C j is built gathering the assignment costs c kij of the measurements (k = 1 to m j ) to the objects (i = 1 to n) at the date t j . A series of M cost matrices C 1 , … , C M associated to the measurement dates is thus defined. These matrices have the same number n of columns, but different numbers m j of rows (with m j ≥ n).
The assignment problem at the date t j consists in associating one measurement per object while minimizing the total assignment cost. The optimal assignment cost at t j is denoted K j . The fitness function denoted F is the sum of the optimal assignment costs at the successive measurement dates.
The fitness function can be equivalently computed from the trajectory residuals. The residual R i of the trajectory number i sums the deviations of the trajectory with its assigned measurements using Eq. (8) . It increases along the trajectory at each measurement date. The fitness function is thus equal to the sum of the residual final values.
The assessment process of the fitness function is depicted on 
Solution algorithm
The multiple trajectory problem has been formulated as an optimization problem Eq. (12) with a fitness function to minimize. Assessing the fitness function requires solving a series of M embedded assignment problems with cost matrices (C j ) 1≤j≤M of variable sizes. Several solution methods may be envisioned, based either on general or on dedicated algorithms.
• A first method consists in formulating the assignment problem as an integer linear programming problem and solving it by a general linear programming algorithm (e.g. simplex,
interior point). The constraint matrix of the assignment problem has the unimodularity property, which ensures finding directly an integer solution [4, 5] .
• A second method consists in formulating the assignment problem as a minimal cost flow problem in a bipartite graph. The problem can then be solved by the Busacker-Gowen algorithm or by another dedicated algorithm [6] [7] [8] .
• A third method consists in applying the Hungarian algorithm of Kuhn-Munkres [9] [10] [11] . This dedicated algorithm amounts to solving the dual formulation of the assignment problem. The original method deals primarily with square cost matrices (same number of resources and tasks), but it can be easily adapted to non-square matrices. This algorithm is chosen for the MTP solution.
The fitness function F defined by Eq. (10) is not continuous since each assignment cost K j results from a combinatorial optimization problem. Gradient based algorithms are thus discarded and metaheuristic approaches are appropriate.
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method has proved successful on various engineering problems [12, 13] . Several enhancements of the original method [14] have been proposed and tested, such as Repulsive Particle Swarm (RPS) [15] which is applied to the MTP. Each particle is defined as a vector of dimension n x ×n associated to a set of initial states X 0 . The total number of particles is N.
The particles move in the optimization search space (variables X 0 ). An iteration of the algorithm consists in modifying each particle velocity according to neighboring exchange rules and random perturbations, simulating the n object trajectories and assessing the resulting fitness value (Figure 4 ).
The algorithm proposed in [15] is applied with its standard settings. The main user options are the number of particles, the neighborhood size and topology (closest particles, ring, random, …) and the number of iterations. The velocity update formula is a weighted sum of individual, group and global components. A local search is performed by every particle along and opposite to its current velocity after moving. Optionally a part of the worst particles may also be randomly reinitialized.
Application case
The multiple trajectography algorithm is illustrated on a space application. Several objects evolving on near-geostationary Earth orbits are observed by a ground telescope. These objects may be for example debris stemming from a spent spacecraft or formation-flying satellites. The goal is to determine each object orbit from the available observations.
The algorithm is tested on an ideal case using synthetic measurements (opposite to "actual" measurements that would come from a real observation device). These synthetic measurements are obtained by simulating the object trajectories from given initial conditions and storing the resulting pseudo-measurements at discrete dates. Additional fictitious measurements are also manually added.
The optimization algorithm should theoretically be able to retrieve exactly the initial conditions and the trajectories of all objects.
A central gravity field without perturbations is considered for the object dynamics. The objects move on slightly eccentric orbits close to the geostationary ring (radius a = 42164 km) and on different orbital planes. The orbital plane is defined by the inclination I (angle with the Equator) and the right ascension of the ascending node Ω (RAAN) as depicted on Figure 5 . The anomaly θ defines the initial angular position on the orbit from the ascending node [16] . A set of 10 objects is simulated on a duration of 3 days with the initial conditions given in Table 1 The trajectography aims at finding 10 object trajectories matching the measurement matrices (Z j ) 1≤j≤30 .
The particle swarm algorithm is run with the following settings : 100 particles, 400 iterations, 200000 functions calls, 20 closest neighbor topology, 2 local search steps at each iteration, 2 worst particles reset per iteration. The algorithm is parallelized is order to assess simultaneously all the particles.
The unknowns are the initial conditions for the 10 objects. The search bounds are : The optimization takes about five minutes computation and it yields a set of 10 initial conditions presented in Table 2 . For near equatorial orbits the RAAN is not well defined. The position is better defined by the total longitude λ = Ω + θ, which is given in Comparing these results to the "true" initial conditions of Table 1 , which were used to generate the measurements, it is observed that the true initial conditions are not exactly retrieved. There are two explanations to this inaccuracy.
The first reason comes from the trajectography problem itself. Angles only orbit determination is indeed a challenging orbitography problem even for a single object [17] . All orbital parameters cannot be exactly retrieved when the observation time span is too small. For near-geostationary satellites observed from the Earth the problem is furthermore complicated by the distance assessment, which limits the achievable accuracy on the semi-major axis [18] .
The second reason comes from the particle swarm algorithm. This algorithm is well suited to global optimization, but it is not adapted for converging accurately to a local minimum. Better results can be obtained by increasing the number of particles and the number of iterations, but at the expense of much larger computation times. In fact this is not useful for the multiple trajectography problem whose first goal consists in discriminating the objects, as analyzed here after.
Although the initial conditions are not exactly retrieved the measurement are correctly assigned. This These results can be considered as satisfying although the initial trajectories are not perfectly retrieved. The primary goal of the multiple trajectory algorithm is indeed to correctly assign the measurements to the objects in order to discriminate them. A more accurate orbit determination using classical orbitography methods can then be achieved for each object considered separately. 
Conclusion
Simultaneous trajectography of several objects raises assignment problems. The measurements available at each observation date must be correctly associated to the objects in order to yield reliable trajectory estimates. The problem is formulated as a global optimization problem solved by a particle swarm algorithm. Each particle represent a set of initial conditions used to simulate the object trajectories. An embedded assignment problem is solved at each observation date by the Hungarian method in order to associate the measurements to the simulations. The fitness function to minimize is the sum of all assignement costs. The method is illustrated on an orbitography example using optical observations of near geostationary satellites. It can be applied to various problems using for example radar or sonar measurements, with several objects to discriminate. More complex problems may be addressed by the same optimization approach, for example to estimate maneuvers or parameters of the dynamical model.
The approach proposed in this paper should be considered as a pre-processing stage of a multiple trajectography problem. It allows assigning correctly the measurements to the objects. The trajectography of each single object reduces then to a standard problem that can be addressed by usual filtering or smoothing methods in order to get a refined trajectory estimate.
